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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 384, Sunday February 9, 2014
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Mars Rock
Unless rocks can sprout wings, this is not a rock. It appeared suddenly in the rover’s path, where the rover had just days before taken images. The
“rock” had a different color than the surrounding rocks, and its ability to be relocated confounded NASA scientists.

Mystery Rock Spotted on Mars
January 21, 2014
http://www.cnn.com/2014/01/20/tech/innovation/mars-mystery-rock/
Mystery rock spotted on Mars. In recent weeks, Opportunity took photos of the same spot on Mars, 12 days apart. The rover's panoramic
camera showed only barren bedrock on mission day 3528 (in Mars time), but on day 3540, a photo of the same scene revealed the
mysterious, doughnut-shaped rock.
Mysterious Mars Rock Looks like 'Jelly Doughnut,' Defies Explanation
January 22, 2014
http://www.nbcnews.com/science/mysterious-mars-rock-looks-jelly-doughnut
Images from the Mars Rovers have delivered some astonishing evidence of life on Mars recently. That there is water on Mars was a point
made by the Zetas early in the ZetaTalk sage in 1995. It took NASA until 2011 to admit that the Zetas were right. The Zetas stated that the
Annunaki used the surface water to wash their Gold ore, running it underground so the atmosphere on Mars was compromised.
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Where'd All that Mars Water Go? Maybe Underground
November 2, 2011
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/45139654/ns/technology_and_science-space
Astronomers have found more evidence that Mars was wet and warm in the ancient past, but the discovery comes with a twist: The water
may have flowed below the Martian surface, rather than on top of it.
ZetaTalk Description 7/15/1995: Where the atmosphere on Mars was thin, it was ample, so the visitors set about using what water resources they
could muster to wash the ore they were after. In so doing they sought to control the run-off on the relatively flat surface of Mars, and did so in a
thoughtless manner by directing waste water down a culvert. Thus precious water increasingly was sent underground, and a chain of events was
set in motion that could not be reversed. The surface of Mars cooled as the atmosphere thinned, and the freezing surface accelerated this process.
Then there was the argument about the Annunaki, who left their handiwork on Earth aplenty, but to admit they had been to Mars would imply
extraterrestrial intelligent life. The cover-up over the alien presence, in place in the US since the days of Roswell, was having fits. Despite the
cover-up, proof kept arriving. The Face on Mars, which Richard Hoagland championed, was undeniable but was dismissed as just a rock.

Upcoming NASA Missions Back to Mars and NASA's Plans and Policy Relating to Cydonia
August 7, 1996
http://www.enterprisemission.com/nasamars.html
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We have the mission planned and targeted, and if we have an opportunity to get a picture of what some people think is a Face on Mars' and
could have been prior - not single-celled life but a higher level of life-- if we have a chance to get a higher-resolution picture to see what
that is, we will do that.
ZetaTalk Description 7/15/1995: It is not in the imagination of man that some of the structures on Earth, such as the Giant Pyramids and the
Sphinx, seem reminiscent of structures on Mars. Same group, same handiwork.
But more than just the Face on Mars has arrived in rover images lately. That the Annunaki had lived on Mars in the past, mining for Gold and
transporting items from Earth, was evident from images of a stick of wood, an Annunaki’s child’s toys, gold dust on sleuth paths, and sheep or goat
skulls. But the Annunaki also brought grain from Earth, and with it mice nesting in the grain. They obviously brought desert hawks to control the
rodent population. And these mice and hawks live there still!
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So should it be any surprise to find a mouse nest? Bird drop clams and prey to break them open, and doing so with a mouse nest made of lichen
would not be unexpected. Note by changing the hue of the image, one can see the nest is made of green lichen, the same lichen that appears on
nearby rocks.

NASA says Mars Mystery Rock that ‘Appeared’ from Nowhere is ‘like Nothing We’ve Seen Before’
January 19, 2014
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/nasa-says-mars-mystery-rock
Experts said they were "completely confused" by both the origins and makeup of the object, which is currently being investigated by
Opportunity's various measuring instruments. A good example is the "Mars rat" spotted in 2012 in images from NASA's Curiosity rover, at
a site called Rocknest. Sadly, the rodent turned out to be just another rock, and the rover turned toward more discoveries of ancient lake
beds on Mars.
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ZetaTalk Insight 1/26/2014: What better proof of life on Mars than to find the surface mysteriously disrupted. Clearly the wind did not toss what
appears to be a rock about, nor did an earthquake disrupt the terrain, as the gravel in view is undisturbed. Life on Mars, as we have stated, never
evolved beyond the level of moss and bugs, though transplants include the mice and hawks and an occasional desert bush or scrub tree. Mice make
their nests in whatever material is handy, and on the surface of Mars, their diet is the worms and insects that abound there near the surface, but
nesting material is perforce the moss and lichens that likewise can live in the dim sunlight and water in the fog, the morning dew. This mystery rock
is a mouse nest, dropped from on high by a hawk, in the manner birds use to break open clams or to kill their prey. Note the hue of the nest is
similar to the hue of lichen on rock in the image, but is not similar to the hue of the rocks there.

Once again it is the media coverage that is the REAL news. Not only did CNN, NBC and the Independent cover the issue, the Mars “rock” even
made it onto the Steven Colbert show on January 22, 2014. Steven made much of the “donut” shape reported by NASA, speculating that life on
Mars was in fact donuts, and Earthlings should stop eating them out of deference to this fact. And Steven is not the only person making the
connection. NASA is now being sued for covering up life on Mars, which the plaintiff claims is lichen and cyanobacteria. Humm, maybe he’s been
reading ZetaTalk on the sly.
‘Jelly Donut’ Rock on Mars Prompts Lawsuit Against NASA for Hiding Evidence of Life
January 29, 2014
http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2014/01/29/jelly-donut-rock-on-mars-prompts-lawsuit
Dr. Rhawn Joseph filed suit in the U.S. District Court of the Northern District of California on Monday alleging that a white rock spotted
my Mars rover Opportunity may be a life form and should be investigated as such. The lawsuit against NASA alleges that the white rock
isn’t a rock at all, but “a mushroom-like fungus, a composite organism consisting of colonies of lichen and cyanobacteria, and which on
Earth is known as Apothecium”.

Banking Restrictions
Restrictions on savings withdrawals and bank-to-bank transfers have hit the news during the last week of January, and per the Zetas this has a
relationship to potential panic in the public following the announcement. The banks are testing the limits of what they can impose. The Zetas have
warned since the start of ZetaTalk that such restrictions can be expected.
ZetaTalk Prediction 8/25/2007: If banks frankly shut their doors, the panic would set in, in earnest. Where heavy withdrawals are noted, the banks
are using various "braking" mechanisms such as delayed payments, all the while making claims of computer or system problems. Various other
techniques will be tested on the public to see which ones meet with the most cooperation among the public. The point at which restricted banking
hours and restricted withdrawals is reached is a long road, with many twists and turns.
ZetaTalk Prediction 3/7/2009: A limit on banking hours is another of our predictions, a limit on withdrawals, etc. Those at the helm are concerned
about timing, as if these measures are undertaken too soon, it adds to the panic, but if too late, matters can erupt into riot.
What types of restrictions can the public expect? Some controls - like the interest rate for a loan, or whether a person qualifies for a loan or
mortgage - might tighten or relax depending upon the economy or the health of the bank. Credit card limits and fees are another type of control. All
of this is somewhat controlled by regulators so the banks cannot gouge. But aren’t the savings you store at the bank, in order to earn interest on such
savings, yours to withdraw at will? Some forms of savings, such as bonds or Certificate of Deposits, have penalties for early withdrawal, but isn’t it
your money? But during the last week of January, 2014 two UK banks tested the public’s tolerance for restrictions.
HSBC Imposes Restrictions on Large Cash Withdrawals
January 24, 2014
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-25861717
Some HSBC customers have been prevented from withdrawing large amounts of cash because they could not provide evidence of why they
wanted it.
ATM Outage Strands U.K. Bank Customers
January 26, 2014
http://money.cnn.com/2014/01/26/news/world/uk-lloyds-atm-outage
A Lloyds Banking Group spokeswoman said the three-hour outage had been resolved. A technical problem left customers at the U.K.'s
largest bank unable to make purchases or withdrawals using their payment cards.
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But what is to be made of the rumor that China has limiting bank-to-bank transfers of cash, a limitation imposed during the last week of January to
be effective through their Chinese New Year week. This rumor is now reported to be false, or the limitation was quickly withdrawn. Or the
warnings during the last week of January by the Russian Central Bank that using Bitcoin can result in criminal charges. Or the Bloomberg report,
also dated the last week of January, that My Bank, a large Russian bank, is also limiting withdrawals. With all this smoke, there must be some fire!
Per the Zetas, the banks are bracing for the announcement admitting the presence of Nibiru, aka Planet X.

A Closer Look at China and HSBC – Are they Running Out of Cash?
January 26, 2014
http://iacknowledge.net/breaking-hsbc-bank-and-china-out-of-cash
The People’s Bank of China, the central bank, has just ordered commercial banks to halt cash transfers.
In short, there will be a three-day suspension of domestic renminbi transfers. There will also be a suspension, spanning nine calendar days,
of conversions of renminbi to foreign currency. The specific reason given—“system maintenance” at the central bank—is preposterous. It
is not credible that during the highest usage period in the year—the weeklong Lunar New Year holiday beginning January 31—the central
bank would schedule an upgrade and shut down cash transfers.
Russia’s Central Bank: Bitcoin Users Can Face Jail Time
January 23, 2014
http://en.ria.ru/business/20140127/186966541/Russias-Central-Bank-Bitcoin
Russia’s top monetary authority slammed digital currencies, warning that Bitcoin use can lead to criminal charges in the country. The
anonymously produced “virtual currencies” can be intended by its producers for money laundering and terrorism funding purposes. This
means that Russian digital currency users can become involved in criminal activity simply by using the Bitcoin and its analogues.
Russian Bank Halts All Cash Withdrawals
January 28, 2014
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2014-01-28/russian-bank-halts-all-cash-withdrawals
It would appear the fears of a global bank run are spreading. From HSBC's limiting large cash withdrawals (for your own good) to Lloyds
ATMs going down, Bloomberg reports that 'My Bank' - one of Russia's top 200 lenders by assets - has introduced a complete ban on cash
withdrawals until next week. While the Ruble has been losing ground rapidly recently, we suspect few have been expecting bank runs in
Russia.
ZetaTalk Comment 2/1/2014: Suddenly banks are tightening the rules and the reins, all in the weeks ahead of the anticipated announcement
admitting that Nibiru exists and is nearby. Is there a relationship? We predicted that banks would limit their hours, limit their withdrawals, and
even be closed temporarily if a panic ensued. The likely time when such steps would be viewed as necessary would be during the announcement
and shortly thereafter. One of the first reactions in a populace taken by surprise by the announcement would be to stock up on food, gasoline, and
cash. The banks are anticipating a run on their ready cash, which frankly is not in hand!
The complicated world of paper money is such that banks are not required to hold what is technically owned to depositors in the form of cash. It is,
therefore, technically impossible for a bank to payout savings to depositors, on demand. This likewise guts their standing, as to issue loans they
have to have backing for the loans, and savings is one of the pillars their house of cards stands upon. For both those reasons, a run on a bank,
whereby depositors try to pull out their savings, would be sharply limited during a panic. The steps taken by banks in the UK and and elsewhere
are only part of the picture, as most limitations already in place have not yet hit the media.

Drudge Warning
The popular Drudge Report is known for his insider tips, often reporting breaking news ahead of any other news outlet. Per the Zetas, his website is
the last place that would announce the presence of Planet X or announce a pending announcement to that effect either. The Drudge Report would
be in sympathy with the cover-up crowd, and with the pampered elite who think of survival as bunkering down rather than gardening and herding
goats and sharing with one another.
ZetaTalk Prediction 7/24/2010: The Drudge Report, popular because it is often the site where breaking news can be assured to break first, is
likewise aligned with those leaning to the Service-to-Self, providing scandal tidbits and rumor against those elements in society that make the
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Service-to-Self uneasy. This leaning is the source of Drudge's success, as those in sympathy with him, in high places, provide his leaks. Certainly,
in that it is the establishment who fears that the cover-up over Planet X will drop and they, thus, become vulnerable to rage in the public, Drudge
would not be the one to break the news about Planet X.
So the public was dumfounded on January 27, 2014 when Drudge inexplicably tweeted “Have an Exit Plan” without explaining the context.

Matt Drudge Issues Warning: “Have An Exit Plan”
January 27, 2014
http://etfdailynews.com/2014/01/27/matt-drudge-issues-warning-have-an-exit-plan/
Over the weekend the self-made media behemoth took to his Twitter account with a simple warning consisting of just four words… Have an
Exit Plan. Something has spooked Matt Drudge and he’s not alone. Last year one of America’s leading talk show hosts, Mark Levin,
warned that the U.S. government has been simulating the collapse of our financial system and society with the potential for widespread
violence. There are countless such examples of highly influential media personalities who are issuing similar warnings. There have been
insider reports indicating that a crisis of unprecedented magnitude is coming to the United States. Contrarian economists, who are almost
completely ignored by mainstream media, have warned of dire consequences to the continued operation of our systems of commerce,
including our domestic food distribution networks. And though it has not been reported on the alphabet news channels, the U.S. military
has been actively war gaming collapse scenarios and engaging in highly suspicious exercises across U.S. metropolitan areas.
For those unfamiliar with Drudge, a sample of his web site headlines for January 29, 2014 is below - anti-Obama, pro Republican, advising the
wealthy on financial setbacks, and with a smattering of the outrageous for entertainment.
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What do the Zetas have to say about the tweet to “Have an Exit Plan”? Per the Zetas, Drudge was speaking in code to those in his readership in the
know about Obama’s pending plan to announce that Nibiru, aka Planet X, is real and in the vicinity. All attempts to abort Obama’s plans have
failed.
ZetaTalk Insight 2/1/2014: What is Drudge implying in his terse tweet to “Have an Exit Plan”? His readership leans to the right, is concerned
about limiting what they consider liberal social giveaway programs like Food Stamps or Unemployment Insurance, is concerned about the losses
recently suffered by the Republican Party and its Tea Party branch, is hopeful that any success accruing to Obama by a successful launch of
Obamacare be prevented, and would like to see the 1% continued to be favored by laws enacted in Washington. Most will assume he is talking
about potential banking restrictions, or martial law by Obama’s hand, or another Wall Street crash – all issues his readership is obsessed with.
“Have an Exit Plan” in the context of a banking crisis would mean his readership should be prepared to pull their assets from failing banks. The
FDIC in the US insures accounts up to $100,000 but for the wealthy this would not cover their losses during a bank failure. “Have an Exit Plan”
in the context of a Wall Street crash, in that a boom is currently in process and such booms can bust, would be interpreted to mean that Drudge has
gotten wind of a Wall Street crash, so vulnerable stocks should be dumped. Though the threat of martial law was always present during the Bush
administration, Drudge readership obsesses over the possibility of Obama instituting martial law, where edicts less friendly to the right might be
assumed. Thus “Have an Exit Plan” could also be interpreted to mean physically leaving the US.
In fact, Drudge is not addressing any of those aspects but is speaking in code to those who have heard the private rumors about Obama’s intended
announcement re the presence nearby of Nibiru, aka Planet X. What he is saying, in code, is that all attempts to abort the planned announcement
have failed. The elite, the ultra-right who consider only themselves in their plans and resent any social welfare programs, should anticipate the
common man being informed that they have been lied to lo these many years, and resentful. The common man might refuse their dirty and tiresome
jobs, and think of survival camps instead. The common man might ignore their debts and bills, essentially en mass bankruptcy.
What type of “Exit Plan” would the elite have in such an instance? Certainly the rise in the price of Gold has been inspired by financial jitters, but
the Drudge warning is not about finances, it is about social adjustments. If one is living in a penthouse in New York City, an “Exit Plan” would be
a secure location out of the urban nightmare that might ensue during riots. If one can see that the suburban mansion might be invaded by angry
hoards in the near future - in a panic after looting all available food stocks from the local warehouses – then an “Exit Plan” is to move to the
bunkers, elite enclaves where food stocks are well protected and the address not known publically. Drudge is telling his readership, the wealthy
readers who comprise his inner circle, to brace for rioting as a result of the announcement, which appears certain to occur, and soon.
Matt Drudge Issues Warning: “Have An Exit Plan”
January 28, 2014
http://talesfromthelou.wordpress.com/2014/01/28/matt-drudge-issues-warning
While Matt Drudge’s latest comments could be referring to anything, given the types of stories he’s covered in recent years we could make
the case that he is referring to worst-case scenarios. His exit plan warning may encompass any number of potential scenarios such as a
coming shock to financial markets, evacuating major cities in an emergency, preparing for the destruction of our currency, or having a way
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to get out of the United States in the event of a Soviet-style purge. That being said, we urge readers to remain vigilant. And, in the off
chance that some terrible event is in our near future, we strongly suggest having a preparedness plan that includes emergency food storage,
barter supplies, medicines, precious metals, and a strategic relocation plan in case you are forced to evacuate your current residence.
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